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DUES, DUES, DUES 

ARE DUE.  PLEASE 

PAY THEM BEFORE 

THEY BECOME 

OVERDUE. 
Please note, if you receive the 

newsletter via e-mail your dues 

are $12, if you want to receive a 

hardcopy of the newsletter your 

dues are $20.  If you decide to 

switch to e-mail delivery to lower 

your dues, please advise either 

the president or the editor.  Youth 

dues remain the same at $6. 

                                 Thank you.  

Nicholas G. Carter                 

Volunteer Recognition Award  
 

E very year the APS announces the 

recipients of the “Nick Carter” award.  

Our own president, Brian Jones, is one 

of the winners for 2012.  The following 

is the description of the award and the 

announcement as listed in the AP.  

   To recognize the outstanding efforts 

of our volunteers at national and local 

levels; and to recognize our younger 

members whose outstanding leadership is 

crucial to our future.  The awards have 

been named in memory of Nick Carter 

who helped to establish them.  Nick felt 

it was important to recognize those 

unsung heroes who contribute their 

talents, time and energies to benefit 

stamp collecting and the Society.  
 

2012 Carter Volunteer Award 
 

Brian Jones  
 

Brian hosts Boy Scout stamp collecting 

merit badge workshops at shows in the 

San Jose/Silicon Valley area including 

PENPEX, WESTPEX and  Filatelic Fiesta.    

About one hundred boys a year are able 

to experience the joy of stamp collecting 

and earn a merit badge that teaches the 

basics of philately. 
 

   Those members that have helped Brian 

prepare some of the materials for the use 

of the Boy Scouts are well aware of the 

activities involved with his program, and 

feel his recognition for this activity is 

very well deserved.  Brian has voiced, 

on more than one occasion, appreciation 

for not only the physical help but the 

monetary help as well in support of his 

efforts.  But then we’re somewhat forced 

to help with the program because where 

else can we dispose of our collections 

when the time comes—now don’t tell me 

you haven’t thought about that???-ed. 
 

   This deserves our most heartfelt  

congratulations for a job well done—

Congratulations Brian! 

The Newsletter 
 

A s I sit here writing this on my new 

computer the newsletter is far past 

due.  And, once again, my computer is 

the reason.  Without going into a long 

explanation, suffice it to say I’ve been 

in turmoil these past few weeks.  And, 

a new computer and a rather hefty repair 

bill on the old one (Which created more 

problems than it cured.) I am now back 

on track—almost! 

   I now have two computers and two 

printers, I just hope I haven’t doubled 

my problems… 

   After receiving this issue you may 

expect the February issue on time—at 

least that’s the plan.  I still have some 

program issues to be resolved before I 

can really feel comfortable.  One thing 

I’ve resolved to do is have the computer 

with all my files on it never to be online 

and use the old one for all my internet 

activity so that in the event I do have a 

problem in the future, and I will very 

likely have issues, the new computer will 

be up and running and will not prevent 

the newsletter from being produced.-ed. 
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Northern California Trivia 
 

Q  Where is the home of the 7th Infantry Division? 
 

A  Fort Ord. 
 

Q  What street in San Francisco is called “Street of 25,000  

     Lanterns”? 
  

A  Grant Avenue in Chinatown. 
 

From Northern California Trivia  by Ernie & Jill Couch 

“I don’t like the looks of it, Doctor.  He seems to be enjoying his cold!” 

 

 

"Laws that forbid the carrying of arms ... disarm only those 

who are neither inclined nor determined to commit crimes... 

Such laws make things worse for the assaulted and better for 

the assailants; they serve rather to encourage than to prevent 

homicides, for an unarmed man may be attacked with greater 

confidence than an armed man."  

—Cesare Beccaria, On Crimes and Punishment,  

quoted by Thomas Jefferson in Commonplace Book 

 God and the soldier we adore 

         In time of danger, not before 

 The danger past and all things righted 

        God is forgotten and the soldier slighted 

                                                                    —Anonymous 

"I think we have more machinery of government than is necessary, 

too many parasites living on the labor of the industrious."  

—Thomas Jefferson, letter to William Ludlow, 1824  

H appy New Year!  Ok, that is what I’m expected to write 

here, now the question is what actions are we willing to 

take to make this happen with respect to our hobby of collecting 

stamps?  My personal expectation is I want to continue to 

enhance my knowledge of philately while having fun with 

friends doing it.  What do you want? 

   I wrote last month that having meetings that you don’t want 

to miss is the best way to build the club.  What does that mean 

to you?  I’d LOVE to hear from you with your thoughts and 

ideas.  I REALLY want to hear from you, please drop me an 

email or call.  You can expect to be contacted about what you’re 

going to do to contribute to a club meeting.   

Dues:  
   Your 2013 dues are now due.  It was agreed at a recent meeting 

to keep dues at $12 a year for those who get their newsletter 

via email.  For those who need it printed and mailed, there is 

an $8 surcharge (for a total of $20).  Please remit soon.  

Road Trip?   
   The National Postal Museum has an exhibit “Mail Call” making 

a tour around the country and I’m asking if there is sufficient 

interest to plan a road trip to see it at the Sonoma County Museum 

in downtown Santa Rosa.   The exhibit explores the history of 

America’s military postal system.  It documents how military 

mail communication operated throughout history, learn about 

the armed forces postal system from the American Revolution 

to the present day.   Let me know if you’re interested in going.  

The exhibit is open from February 10 to April 21.   A date has 

not yet been picked to go – if you want to go, let me know what 

Saturday dates work/don’t work for you.   The Sonoma County 

Museum is near Railroad Square in downtown and admission 

is $7 for adults and $5 for seniors.  You can get more information 

at the website: http://www.sonomacountymuseum.org/exhibits/

upcoming-exhibitions.aspx  

New USPS Issues for 2013:  
   The Postal Service has been slowly releasing its plans for new 

issues on the website: www.beyondtheperf.com.  There are some 

wonderful new designs and a few that have me wondering who 

approved that?  If you have any interest in new USPS issues, 

their website is slowly improving with a variety of content.  I 

suggest checking it out for anyone collecting modern US. 

   The Boy Scout merit badge program at WESTPEX is almost 

full due to the high demand generated for Fiesta & PENPEX.  

It is great to see how excited so many young people are to  

learn about stamps.  It always makes me chuckle when I think 

about the know-it-alls at STAMPSHOW who told me how young 

people won’t collect stamps!   

                                             Brian 

Dealing With Self-Adhesive Stamps 
 

Y our editor will give an impromptu demonstration on how 

he removes a self-adhesive stamp from an envelope and 

fully removing the gum for a clean copy ready for an album page. 

See this awesome demo at the January 16th meeting!
Come early for the best seats!  Bring one stamp you would like 

to have removed from it’s backing and cleaned up ready for 

mounting.  I’ll do as many as possible in the time allotted.-ed. 
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U.S Postal History 
 

Harry M. Konwiser from Western Stamp Collector, July 26, 1944 
 

S tamp paper readers see occasional references to the “late 

Petrie” as a person who put over numerous fakes in the 

1870-1880 period.  This stamp man deliberately created 

“Confederate Provisionals and Confederate stamps.”  Some 

were imitations of legitimate stamps, others were imaginary.  

In the heyday of his activities, Confederate stamps were  

beginning to appeal to the new collectors of the period and 

Petrie, it is said, did a thriving business on his stamps.  A few 

Confederate specialists believe they have specimens of the 

entire Petrie line. 

   However, Petrie seemingly was not unaware of the facts  

regarding “re-issues” and imitations of “local” stamps, as sold 

under the banner of honest stamp-selling.  Some of our later rated 

“honest dealers” not only reprinted some of the “local” stamps 

now catalogued but created imitations!  Their justification: 

Scarcity of the originals!  All collectors are familiar with the 

wide range of “reprinted and imitated locals.” 

   Petrie was not only a fakir for profit, but must have had a sense 

of humor, something not generally possessed by the “old 

stamp dealers.”  Petrie imitated stamps he knew he could 

sell, and at least once indicated his assumption that stamp 

buyers were persons without any considerable amount of 

intelligence.   

   Petrie’s choicest piece, as shown this writer some years ago 

by August Dietz, is described by that Southern stamp savant, 

as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

   No doubt Petrie felt he was kidding the small town of Cheatem, 

New Jersey, same not being far from his home town of Elizabeth. 

   Very few copies of this fake seem to be around among 

collectors, indicating Petrie probably did not attempt to sell  

this one.  And while we are discussing the faked Petrie (town 

and all) what about U.S. Catalogue Local L86?  This is the 

“Brown’s City Post,” as created by William P. Brown “an old 

time stamp dealer” in the 1876 period.  Do many collectors  

believe that this was a legitimate Local Post like Boyd’s?  It is 

generally assumed that “Old Man Brown” seeing there was a 

demand for “Locals” as imitated and reprinted, designed this 

one for his personal profit and service.  No doubt he accommodated 

a friend or two by applying the two Brown handstamps to 

covers purchased or donated.  
 

WOW!  I’m guessing that if you’ve collected U.S. stamps for any length 

of time It’s very probable you have some of these Album Weeds in your 

collection.  A quick check of my holdings has spurred a question mark on 

any number of suspicious items, including a full pane of one common (?) 

Boyd’s Local Post.  This will necessitate an in depth study of these issues 

to cull out the questionable ones—something I certainly did not want to 

do at this late date.  If I discover anything that would benefit you I will 

pass it on in these pages. 

   All of this points out that old maxim that “If it sounds too good to be 

true then it probably isn’t.”  Caveat Emptor certainly applies to buying 

stamps for one’s collection, particularly if they’re expensive ones.-ed.   

“Throughout the years I have gathered a well-nigh complete 

collection of Confederate counterfeits and fakes, and I 

thought I possessed the entire Petrie menagerie.  But 

probably the choicest piece of all has just been brought to 

my notice.  This “stamp” is a neat type-set product, printed 

in ultramarine blue.  Attention is called to the post office 

name, “Cheatem, N.J.” (cheat’em) and the brazen addition 

of the doctor’s name as postmaster.  The “stamp” had a 

chain border, in a stamp style, and the four liner (in type) 

reads “P. O./Cheatem, N. J./2/ J. A. Petrie, P. M.”   

Dorothea Dix 
 

O n a March Sunday in 1841, at the age of 39, Dorothea Dix 

volunteered to teach a women’s Sunday school class in the 

East Cambridge, Massachusetts, jail.  She found many pathetic 

creatures huddled together in a barren cell; their “crime” was 

being mentally ill. 

   When she asked the jailer repeatedly, over a period of several 

weeks, to heat the cell, he replied that “The insane do not feel 

the cold.”  Revolted by such callousness, she sought the help 

of others in appealing for public insistence on changing the 

treatment of the insane.  

Dorothea Dix, Scott 1843A, issued September 23, 1983  

in Hampden, Maine; which was Dix’s birthplace in 1802. 

   Wondering if such practices were common, Dorothea Dix then 

inspected every building in Massachusetts housing the mentally 

ill.  She found that they were no better, and was launched in a 

lifelong quest to win relief for the insane and mentally retarded.  

During her lifetime, she traveled more than 10,000 miles in 

the United States, visiting 18 state penitentiaries, 300 jails and 

some 500 poorhouses and hospitals.  In later years, her fight 

against wretched housing of the insane was also to take her to 

Europe, the Middle East and Canada.  

   Her efforts followed a careful pattern: she inspected conditions, 

made exhaustive notes, presented her findings to the public, and 

enlisted the help of prominent citizens to make the necessary 

changes.  She spoke of the mentally ill “in cages, closets, cellars, 

stalls, pens; chained, naked, beaten with rods and lashed into 

obedience.”  

   Although frail and often ill herself from a lung condition,  

Dorothea Dix founded or enlarged 32 mental hospitals in 15 

states, Canada, Great Britain, Turkey and Russia.  When finally 

confined at 77 to a private apartment in a Trenton, New Jersey, 

hospital she founded, she still wrote and worked for eight more 

years until her death in 1887. 

Image that was the basis for the stamp honoring Dorothea Dix. 
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A “Marine Monster” Story 
 

by Edward J. Rasmussen  

in the Military Postal  History Society Bulletin, Spring 1999 
 

A nyone familiar with the action in the Pacific during WWII 

would agree that Japan had a formidable, if underused, 

submarine force with effective offensive capability.  

   Although the scene on the postcard shown, picturing two 

submarines in the harbor at Yokosuka in 1919, is more than 

twenty years before Pearl Harbor, it is directly related to the 

development of the WWII Japanese submarine force. 

   The caption at the bottom (my translation) says: Marine 

Monsters that Terrified the World—German Submarines.  

Passed by Censor, Yokosuka Navy Yard.  These submarines 

were two of the seven German U-boats that were turned over 

to Japan as reparations.  They had newly arrived at the end of 

June 1919 when naval attachés of the various Allied Powers 

in Tokyo were afforded the opportunity to inspect them.  The 

U.S. attaché, in his report to Military Intelligence in Washington, 

noted several features of these U-boats that indicated advances in 

the technology of the time.  It is clear from what followed that 

the Japanese also were impressed.    

construction were advanced designs of distinctly Japanese 

types and definitely not copies of of the old U-boats.  However, 

the U-bouts shown in the postcard provided great initial impe-

tus to the final result.  

   The message side of this card has military and postal history 

interest of its own.  It is addressed to a serviceman involved in 

the Allied Intervention in Siberia at the end of WWI.  The address 

is to Army Medic 1st Class Mimura Higo, army Hospital No. 2, 

Japanese Expeditionary Force, Khabarovsk, Siberia.  It was sent 

from Osaka by Mimura Hiroshi, presumably a family member.  

The Tazawa 1½ sen definitive stamp was cancelled with a 

domestic comb postmark too faint to read, but the message is 

dated Sept. 1, 1919.  The 1½ sen postage was the domestic 

post card rate at the time. 

I-25 Type B1 submarine. 

   Prior to this British influence had been paramount in Japanese 

naval circles.  As Japanese submarine experts studied and 

tested these U-boats, they found the technology superior.  Also, 

at the Washington Conference on arms limitation in 1921 

Anglo-American delegates combined to force on Japan a 

capital ship ratio of 6:10:10; i.e., six for Japan versus ten each 

for the U.S. and Britain.  With the destruction of the German 

Navy following the war, Japan was now the third largest naval 

power in the world, and the agreement was deeply resented by 

Japanese naval officers, leading to a strain in relations with the 

British and the Americans as well. 

   No limits were placed on submarine strength, however.  The 

obvious best course for Japan to redress the balance of power at 

sea was to embark upon an ambitious program of submarine 

construction.  It was equally apparent to them that the best place 

to go for foreign assistance was Germany, where some of the most 

skilled and experienced in the industry were now unemployed.  

   As early as the summer of 1919, Japanese naval missions began 

to go to Germany to obtain patents and designs, and to recruit 

submarine designers, technicians and former U-boat officers.  

It was reported to U.S. Naval Intelligence that by the end of 

1920, several hundred, perhaps as many as 800, submarine 

specialists had come from Germany to Japan. 

      This period of German saturation of their program was brief.                                                            

By the end of the decade, few were left as Japanese staffs had 

rather completely taken over.  Before long the vessels under  

 

   The writer mentions that he is sending the card as a memento 

of the submarines entering the harbor.  (Does this mean that these 

U-boats visited Osaka?  Quite possibly, since it is known that 

at this time they were being extensively tested at Kure on the 

inland sea not far from Osaka.)  He then expresses regret that he 

was unfortunately not able to obtain a commemorative stamp to put 

on the card (in those days Japan issued very few commemoratives).  

The fact that the writer shows interest in commemoratives appeals 

to anyone who shares this interest.   

   My ability to decipher his handwriting is barely adequate to 

make out his message, let alone make judgments about the 

man who wrote it, but the mix of polite forms with familiar 

terms makes me think this was a younger brother writing to his 

older sibling, and I like to think one or both of them were stamp 

collectors. 
 

Credit is due to Frank Allard, Jr. of Nippon Philatelics and the book, Japa-

nese Submarines and WWII, by Carl Boyd and Akihiko Yoshida, 1995, Naval 

Institute Press, as sources of material for this article. 

WWII Japanese Imperial submarine on post card from Singapore. 

Why is it the United States of America nearly always ignores the obvious?  

Our history is replete with instances where, for whatever reason, we 

chose to ignore and/or fail to act in a timely manner to avoid or prevent  

actions that were eventually directed towards us.  I believe it’s time we 

stopped being the world’s punching bag and/or fall guy.-ed. 
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Yangtze Patrol: The U.S. Navy in China 
 

By Richard B. Graham from Yangtze Patrol  by Rear Adm. Kemp Trolley 
 

O ne of the more unusual assignments for a United States 

Navy officer in the 19th century was aboard the small 

naval ships patrolling the Yangtze River in China. 

   The Yangtze River in China wends nearly 4,000 miles from 

deep in China to Shanghai.  The river and its numerous tributaries 

run from Chungking in Szechwan province and beyond. 

   In much of the 19th and 20th centuries, Szechwan  province 

was more or less the breadbasket of China, although in the 20th 

century a major agricultural product was opium.  The province’s 

other products, however, also were highly regarded by the so-called 

foreign devils then conducting business in China. 

   The Yangtze River was not unlike the 19th century Mississippi 

River in its shifting sandbars and shallow waters, but the upper 

Yangtze ran through some towering gorges. 

   The water at times flowed like a millrace, so a vessel of 

considerable power was needed to ascend the river against it. 

   Although the identification of the group of U.S. Navy ships 

on the river was not officially designated the “Yangtze Patrol” 

until 1919, that name had been used informally for many years. 

   The first U.S. Navy penetration beyond Shanghai and Nanking, 

to Wuhu, about 200 miles inland but still only about halfway to 

Hankow (today Wuhan), took place in April 1854 by the large 

U.S. Navy sidewheeler Susquehanna. 

   Hankow was one of China’s open cities — open to trade with 

the British, under the treaty of Nanking of 1842; the same treaty 

that turned Hong Kong over to the British. 

   As time passed, various cities on the Yangtze became trading 

centers, and the Chinese eventually also agreed to allow France, 

Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Portugal, and finally the United 

States to do business. 

   From the middle of the 19th century, the foreign traders who 

had followed the missionaries into China found the country 

immersed in wars. 

   The authority of the Chinese emperor’s court was breaking 

down, and eventually this led to the warlord era of private  

armies regularly at war with not only government troops but 

also neighboring private provincial armies. 

   Businesses trading by steamboat along the Yangtze, with showers 

of bullets from troops along the banks not at all unusual, needed 

the protection of the gunboats of the various nations. 

   The British, with the most at stake, were the leaders in this 

respect, at times maintaining a gunboat with heavy guns at every 

open port and also on patrol. 

   Early, if not the earliest, U.S. covers to or from the U.S. Navy’s 

Yangtze forces are those shown in figures 1 and 2.  Both covers 

are directed to USS Palos. 

   Palos was a small ship considered to be inconsequential when 

built in 1854-5 as a tugboat.  As a Boston Harbor tug (1866-9), 

it wasn’t even commissioned.  That didn’t happen until 1870  

when it was converted to a gunboat with six small howitzers, 

before being sent to the Asiatic Squadron as a tender.  

   During Palos’ service in Boston, it established a first for the 

U.S. Navy.  It was the first ship to be converted from coal to oil. 

      This apparently was an unsuccessful experiment because 

when Palos arrived at Shanghai the senior officer complained 

that the ship burned too much coal and had too much draft for 

service on the Yangtze.  (This is somewhat confusing and is 

repeated online.  I can only guess it was changed over to oil 

after its arriving in China???  Also, as a coal burner it would 

likely have set lower in the water.-ed.) 

   On its way to China, Palos also established another first.  It 

was the first U.S. warship to pass through the Suez Canal. 

   Palos, in spite of its reputation among senior officers, eventually 

became one of the few U.S. warships to penetrate up the Yangtze 

through the fast-flowing gorges to Chungking.  The ship served 

until, worn out, it was sold out of service in 1893. 

   The cover shown in figure 1 is addressed to the paymaster 

of the Palos.  It was sent from Philadelphia April 7, per the 

backstamps, in 1881, in care of the American Consul at  

Yokohama, Japan.  

      The cover, with double the 5¢ Universal Postal Union 

letter rate paid by pairs of U.S. 2¢ vermilion Andrew Jackson 

and 3¢ George Washington Banknote stamps, was received at 

Yokohama May 10, 1881. 

Figure 1.  Cover sent from Philadelphia in 1881 to the paymaster of the 

USS Palos, in care of the American Consul in Japan.  The rate, prepaid 

with pairs of the 2¢ vermillion Andrew Jackson and 3¢ George Washing-

ton Banknote stamps, is a double rate under the Universal Postal Union, 

which Japan joined in 1879.  The U.S. Consul at Yokohama turned the 

cover over to the U.S. Navy for transmission to the Palos. 

   Presumably the letter was given to the U.S. Navy at Yokohama 

for transmission to wherever Palos happened to be within the 

domain of the Asiatic Squadron. 

   Japan had joined the Universal Postal Union (UPU) in 1879, 

but China didn’t join until 1914. 

   Chinese stamps mostly were only good within China, as 

demonstrated by the item in Figure 2. This is part of a wrapper 

for the English language newspaper the North-China Herald. 

Figure 2.  Part of a newspaper wrapper used circa 1885-86 to send an issue 

of the North-China Herald to an officer aboard the USS Palos via the U.S. 

Consul at Shanghai, addressed to there with a printed but crossed-out 

“Foochow” (on the southeast China coast opposite Formosa).  At Shanghai 

the U.S. Consul re-addressed it to Nanking (about 150 miles upriver from 

Shanghai) and sent via the Chinese mails, with postage of 4 candarins 

prepaid with Chinese 1 candarin green and 3 candarins lilac stamps.    

   The paper was addressed to Lt. M(oses) L. Wood at Foochow, 

but “Foochow” is crossed out and “℅ U.S. Consul-General, 
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A dragon tattoo meant that a sailor had been to China;                                          

Tungting Lake was said to be full of mermaids. 

Shanghai” and “Nanking” are substituted.  

   The stamps are the Chinese issue of 1885, the 1-candarin 

green and 3-candarin lilac, Scott 10 and 11.  The U.S. Consul 

at Shanghai presumably mailed the newspaper vis the Chinese 

mail system to the ship in Nanking. 

   The wrapper’s date must be circa 1885-86, based on the 

issuance of the stamps in 1885; the date of Lt. Wood being 

promoted to that grade on March 3, 1883; and his return to the 

United States in September 1886. 

   It wasn’t until 1914 that the Navy Department in Washington 

recognized the need for warships peculiarly designed  to ply the 

Yangtze and built two sister ships to fulfill the needs of the patrol. 

   These were named, dredging up names from out of the past, 

USS Palos and USS Monocacy. 

   Figure 3 pictures Monocacy, with its riverboat or houseboat 

like appearance. 

Figure 3.  The USS Monocacy, a U.S. Navy ship on the Yangtze Patrol 

built in 1914.  It reuses the name of a Civil War sidewheel steamer that 

was scrapped.  Note the riverboat or houseboat style appearance.   

   One requirement for the vessels was to be able to carry a few 

heavy guns and several machine guns into shallow water.   

   The ships also needed to provide living quarters, and they 

had to have enough engine power to breast the Niagara-like 

currents in the Yangtze gorges. 

USS Monocacy (PG-20, later PR-2) while stationed at Shanghai, China. 

This picture was taken from a post card dated 17 April 1935.  

   The two vessels, both of houseboat appearance, were built 

on the U.S. West Coast.  They were taken apart, shipped to 

Shanghai and re-assembled there. 

   From the time of the Spanish-American War, personal aboard 

U.S. ships on foreign station had U.S. stamps, rated and services 

available if their letters were not sent through a foreign country’s 

postal system. 

   Figure 4 shows a cover sent from aboard Monocacy in 1933.  

At Los Angeles, the cover was found to be undeliverable  

because of an incorrect address, and it was returned to the 

writer, who supplied his address on the back flap, as “USS  

Monocacy ℅ Postmaster, Seattle.” 

Figure 4.  Cover sent from aboard USS Monocacy in 1933.  This cover, 

bearing the postmark of the Monocacy, then at Nanking, was returned to the 

sender after directory service at Los Angeles was unable to locate the 

addressee. 

   The large purple double-circle marking with a “42” in the 

center, struck near the bottom of the cover, identifies the  

directory searcher who was unable to locate the addressee. 

Map of Central China showing the Yangtze River, the area where our 

story takes place. 
 

I’m certain this is just part of the story and further reading is in order—at 

least for me.  Taken from Linn’s of March 20, 2000 & the internet.-ed. 
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Object lesson on observation—do you look but don’t see?  We all do from time to time.  A few days ago I was going through a 

box of common covers, and of course I was taking them pretty much for granted—they were junk—which subconsciously causes 

one to make decisions without seeing or thinking.  I had gone through about 75 to 100 of these covers when my brain caught up 

with my eyesight!  Something was amiss about one of the covers I had passed by.  So, being the smart guy I am, I went through 

them again—nothing.  But my brain kept telling me something was wrong.  I went through them once more only this time I took 

my time—found it!!!  It’s amazing to me that when you look at so many common stamps when one of them is not quite right, 

though it may take some time, your brain says “Look at it again.”  When I spied the discrepancy it stood out like a sore thumb.  

This month’s subject cover is franked with the Family Planning stamp issued March 18, 1972, Scott 1455, with a major shift of  

the black lettering and value.  The bottom of the stamp with the value and our countries name looks alright.  But they are  

transposed—but it still looks ok!   The thing that I failed to see that my brain registered was the ing Family Plann!  Partly obscured 

by the cancellation, it requires a second look to see it.  Someone bought a pane, I’m guessing, of these stamps and used them  on 

their mail—conceivably there are 49 more of these covers floating around out there.  The reality is they are probably all in a land 

fill now which makes this a very nice little gem of a cover that a EFO collector would be very proud to own, perhaps I can find 

that person and we can strike a deal.  In the meantime, try to look and see, no telling what you may find.  I’m taking that advice. 

There are some out there that take exception to my editorializing 

about political issues.  This is a stamp club, we don’t need to 

bring politics into it.  I couldn’t disagree more.  What are postage 

stamps?  Well they are the fee paid to send something through 

the mail—correct.  But, they are much more.  They are propaganda 

as reflected in any given administration.  Have you noticed 

the past few years the number of issues showing minorities, 

some long overdue, some a real stretch to justify.  They are 

issued to garner votes, pure and simple.  And the number of 

artsy type wallpaper, and this coming years issues are really 

out there.  Many appear to have been created by a machine 

with bright colors with nearly all projecting a feeling of bright 

and cheerful, happy, happy, happy.  Feel good crap at a time 

in our countries history when we’re nearly bankrupt, have no 

manufacturing to speak of, huge unemployment, global unrest 

in every direction and our politicians telling us we must change 

the constitution to feel good.  Well, our forefathers recognized 

these weaknesses in a Republic, and warned us of the dangers, 

dangers we can see if we look.  Following are a few thoughts 

from the people that sacrificed and built this country. 

   "The first and governing maxim in the interpretation of a statute 

is to discover the meaning of those who made it."                

—James Wilson  Of the Study of Law in the United States, 1790  

   "[T]o preserve ... independence, we must not let our rulers load 

us with perpetual debt. We must make our election between 

economy and liberty, or profusion and servitude."  

                                                       —Thomas Jefferson, 1816 

   "It is certainly true that a popular government cannot flourish 

without virtue in the people." —Richard Henry Lee             

                                    Letter to Colonel Martin Pickett, 1786  

   "An unlimited power to tax involves, necessarily, a power to 

destroy; because there is a limit beyond which no institution 

and no property can bear taxation." —John Marshall 

   "Let it be told to the future world, that in the depth of winter, 

when nothing but hope and virtue could survive, the city and 

the country, alarmed at one common danger, came forth to 

meet and to repulse it." —Thomas Paine                                                      

                                           The American Crisis, No. 1, 1776  

   "[T]he people are not to be disarmed of their weapons. They 

are left in full possession of them." —Zacharia Johnson   

                Speech in the Virginia Ratifying Convention, 1788  

   "That the people have a right to keep and bear arms; that a 

well-regulated militia, composed of the body of the people 

trained to arms, is the proper, natural, and safe defense of a 

free state; that standing armies, in time of peace, are dangerous 

to liberty, and therefore ought to be avoided, as far as the 

circumstances and protection of the community will admit; and 

that, in all cases, the military should be under strict subordination 

to, and governed by, the civil power." —Recommended Bill 

of Rights from the Virginia Ratifying Convention, 1778  

   It’s time the tail stopped wagging the dog—guns don’t kill 

people, people do.  Gun control does work—just ask the 

experts; Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini, Mau, and any number of 

local thugs, robbers, murderers, etcetera.-ed.  



Show Calendar 

——————————— 

Sacramento Stamp Fair 

January 5 - 6 

Scottish Rite Center 

6151 H Street, Sacramento 

Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 

Free Admission - Free Parking 

——————————— 

Great American Stamp Expo 

January 26 - 27 

Napredak Hall 

770 Montague Expressway, San Jose 

Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 

Free Admission - Free Parking 

——————————— 

3 Dealer Show 

February 23 - 24 

Sheraton Sunnyvale 

1100 N Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale 

Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 

Free Admission - Free Parking 

———————————- 

 

JANUARY MEETINGS ARE ON THE 2ND  & 16TH 

FEBRUARY MEETINGS ARE ON THE 6TH & 20TH 

Parking 

Grass area with flag  

Main building 

790 Ironwood Drive 

The San Jose Post Card Club meets on the 2nd Wednesday of each month (excepting 

July & August) in the Hilltop Manor dining room.   

Visit the SJSC website at: filatelicfiesta.org 

Advertisements 

Members may place an ad here to run for three months unless sold.  Three at a time or as space allows.    

No politically incorrect, risqué, religious, illegal or offensive material accepted.  Editor will edit.   

U.S.: Legends of the West error sheet w/original mailer and 

all contents plus White Ace specialty pages.                                            

                                                             Cat $240+++ - $195.00  
 

Qatar: 53 - 60 + Perf & Imperf S/S MNH  Scouts                           

                                                                Cat $132.75  - $90.00 
 

St. Vincent: 186 - 97 MNH                      Cat $43.75 - $30.00  
 

Saudi Arabia: 254a MNH  Anti-Malaria S/S                                            

                                                                   Cat $25.00 - $15.00 
 

Singapore: 352a. Used S/S                                  Cat $5.00 - $3.00 
 

All prices plus shipping or mailing costs if applicable. 
  

I have many thousands of stamps/sets at 30 to 50% off Scott 

— send me your want list to fill.  Call me. 
 

  Jim Sauer 408.445.2694 ~ hjamessauer@yahoo.com 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Walt Kransky’s website has changed:  

Now mostly philatelic material, covers, etc.— a few postcards.  

Website: http:www.thepostcard.com/walt/   

E-mail Walt @ wrsky@att.net   

Walt’s duplicate and extra postcards are still for sale  

Please use the word “POSTCARD QUERY” in the subject 

line of your e-mail message to avoid spam.  Thank you. 

NEW ISSUE SERVICE:  Japan, China/Taiwan, PRC, 

Hong Kong, Macao, Korea, Singapore and Ireland. 

»»»» EXPANDED WORLDWIDE STOCK ««««   

E-mail: richard@asiaphilatelics.com  Prompt service and fair 

prices. Visit me at www.asiaphilatelics.com  

Richard Clever 408.238.2894 ~ FAX: 408.238.2539 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Like new 2012 Scott U.S. Specialized                              $30.00 
 

Vatican City: C18 - 19 MNH 75th Anniversary UPU  

                                                                 Cat $130.00 - $75.00 
 

Papua New Guinea: 369 - 88 MNH                Cat $13.70 - $7.50 
 

Paraguay: 491 - 7, C225 - 32 MNH               Cat $7.00 - $4.00 
 

Poland: N17 - 29 MLH                                Cat $6.60 - $3.75 
 

As a SJSC member you may advertise here, so why don’t you? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

BUYING STAMPS, COVERS, POST CARDS, POSTAL 

CARDS, DOCUMENTS, AUTOGRAPHS.—What have you? 

Douglas Gary, (Serving Collectors since 1950 and Filatelic 

Fiesta Dealer since 1960).  P. O. Box 457, Cambpell, CA  95009 

Phone: (408) 274-3939.  E-mail: doug_gary@hotmail.com.   

Member ASDA, NSDA and APS Dealer Member.   

See me at Bay Area shows.  

This is a member service — use it! 


